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Abstract. In this paper we characterize real Banach spaces whose duals are
isometric to L1 (µ) spaces (the so-called L1 -predual spaces) as those spaces in
which every finite set is centrable. For a locally compact, non-compact set
X and for an L1 -predual E, we give a complete description of the extreme
points and denting points of the dual unit ball of C0 (X, E), equipped with the
diameter norm.

1. Introduction
Let E be a Banach space. A bounded set A ⊂ E is said to be centrable if
= infe∈E supa∈A ka − ek (where dia(A) stands for the diameter of the
set A). The number on the right-hand side is called the Chebyshev radius of A
and is always bigger than or equal to half the diameter (see [H, pages 177 and
192]). e0 ∈ E is said to be a Chebyshev centre of A if infe∈E supa∈A ka − ek =
supa∈A ka − e0 k. Chebyshev centres and centrable sets are important concepts in
the theory of optimization. It is known that in a dual space any bounded set has
a Chebyshev centre. It was remarked in [BR] (see Corollary 3.4) that any finite
set in an L1 -predual space has a Chebyshev centre. When the scalar field is real,
for any compact extremally disconnected set X, every bounded set in C(X) is
centrable (see [H, page 193]). Motivated by a recent characterization of the space
C(X) in terms of relative Chebyshev radius obtained in [E], in the second section
of this paper we study real Banach spaces E in which finite sets have the same
Chebyshev radius in all superspaces. It is well-known that the dual of C(X) is
isometric to an L1 (µ) space; see [L, Chapter 1]. Thus L1 -preduals appear to be the
right spaces for studying questions related to these concepts. We first characterize
real Banach spaces in which every finite set is centrable as those whose duals are
isometric to L1 (µ)-spaces. This allows us to characterize real L1 -predual spaces as
those Banach spaces E in which finite sets have the same Chebyshev radius in all
isometric embedding of E into another real Banach space F .
Let X be a locally compact, non-compact Hausdorff space and let C0 (X, E)
denote the space of E-valued continuous functions on X that vanish at infinity
over the real scalar field. For any f ∈ C0 (X, E), let kf kρ = dia(f (X)). This is
a norm on C0 (X, E). Our main result is the identification of the extreme points
1
2 dia(A)
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and denting points of the dual unit ball of this space when E is a real L1 -predual
space. Let E1 denote the closed unit ball of E. We denote by ∂e E1 the set of
extreme points of E1 . For any x ∈ X and e∗ ∈ ∂e E1∗ we denote by x ⊗ e∗
the functional x ⊗ e∗ (f ) = e∗ (f (x)). With this notation our result states that
∂e (C0 (X, E))∗1 = {x ⊗ e∗ , (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ : x 6= y ∈ X and e∗ ∈ ∂e E1∗ }. Such
a description in the case of scalar-valued functions was given in [C] when X is
compact and in [FS] for locally compact X. Our proof is much simpler than the
ones given in [C] and [FS].
A linear surjective map Φ : C0 (X, E) → C0 (X, E) is said to be diameterpreserving if for any f ∈ C0 (X, E), dia(f (X)) = dia(Φ(f )(X)). Note that w.r.t.
the diameter norm Φ is an onto isometry. In order to obtain a description of these
maps, as in the case of the proof of the classical Banach-Stone theorem that describes the onto isometries w.r.t. the supremum norm, obtaining a description of
the set of extreme points of the dual unit ball is a central step. When E is an
L1 -predual space, we show that there is an onto homeomorphism φ of X and an
onto isometry S of E such that Φ(f )(x) = S(f (φ(x))).
In the concluding section of this paper we turn to Banach spaces over the complex
scalar field. It is easy to construct a set of 3 elements in the complex plane that
is not centrable. In order to overcome this difficulty, we define a bounded set A to
be weakly centrable if for every e∗ ∈ E1∗ , e∗ (A) is a centrable subset of the complex
plane. Since any bounded set of real numbers is centrable, this notion is redundant
in spaces over the real scalar field. It is easy to see that any weakly centrable finite
set of complex numbers is centrable. In the last part of this paper, we show that
when the scalar field is complex, for any compact extremally disconnected space
X, every bounded weakly centrable set in C(X) is centrable. This allows us to
give a correct formulation of Theorem 3.9 in [BR] by showing that in a complex
L1 -predual space every weakly centrable compact set is centrable.
Our notation and terminology is standard and can be found in [H] and [DU]. For
a compact set X, we always consider the supremum norm on the space C(X, E).
This work was done during the year 1999-2000 when the author had a visiting
position at the University of Missouri-Columbia. The author is grateful to the
Department of Mathematics at MU for their warm hospitality.
2. A characterization of L1 -predual spaces
and some applications
Throughout this section we assume that the scalar field is real.
Let E ⊂ F be Banach spaces. For any bounded set A ⊂ E, since the diameter
is the same in both E and F , if it is centrable in E, then it is also centrable in
F . When A is considered as a subset of F , we in particular have that the relative
Chebyshev radius (w.r.t. E) of A in F is the same as its Chebyshev radius. We
next consider the question “when every finite set in E that is centrable in F is also
centrable in E?” We introduce a definition along the lines of a “central subspace”
defined in [BR].
Definition. E is said to be an almost central subspace of F if for any finite set
{e1 , ..., en } ⊂ E, for any f ∈ F and  > 0, there exists an e ∈ E (possibly depending
on f and ) such that
max1≤i≤n ke − ei k ≤ max1≤i≤n kf − ei k + .
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Lemma. Let E ⊂ F be an almost central subspace. Any finite subset of E that is
centrable in F is also centrable in E.
Proof. Let {e1 , ..., en } ⊂ E be a centrable set in F . As remarked before we only
need to show that the relative Chebyshev radius of this set is less than or equal to
its Chebyshev radius. Let f ∈ F and let  > 0. By our assumption there exists an
e0 ∈ E such that max1≤i≤n ke0 − ei k ≤ max1≤i≤n kf − ei k + . Therefore
infe∈E max1≤i≤n ke − ei k ≤ max1≤i≤n kf − ei k + .
Hence infe∈E max1≤i≤n ke − ei k ≤ inff ∈F max1≤i≤n kf − ei k.
Theorem 1. Let E be a real Banach space. TFAE.
1. Every finite set is centrable in E.
2. E is an almost central subspace of any superspace F .
3. E is isometric to an L1 -predual space.
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2. Suppose E is a real Banach space such that every finite set is centrable. Let E ⊂ F . Let {e1 , ..., en } ⊂ E, f ∈ F and  > 0. Since {e1 , ..., en } is
centrable in F , we have that the Chebyshev radii agree and thus
infe∈E max1≤i≤n ke − ei k < max1≤i≤n kf − ei k + .
Therefore there exists an e ∈ E such that max1≤i≤n ke − ei k ≤ max1≤i≤n kf − ei k.
2 ⇒ 1. It is well known that E is isometric to a subspace of `∞ (E1∗ ) where
∗
E1 is equipped with the discrete topology. Also the latter space is isometric to a
C(X) for a compact extremally disconnected space X. In this space we know that
finite sets are centrable. Therefore it follows from our Lemma that any finite set is
centrable in E.
3 ⇒ 2. If E is an L1 -predual space, it follows from Theorem 3.3 of [BR] that E
is in fact a central subspace of any superspace.
2 ⇒ 3. It follows from the proof of the characterization of L1 -preduals in terms
of intersection properties of balls (see Theorem 6 on page 212 and Lemma 3 on page
208 of [L]) that E is an L1 -predual, if and only if for every r,  >
T 0 and for any finite
collection {B(ai , r)}1≤i≤n of pairwise intersecting closed balls, 1≤i≤n B(ai , r+) 6=
∅. Embedding E into `∞ (E1∗ ) as before and noting that the latter space is an L1 predual, it is easy to see that 2 ⇒ 3.
Corollary 1. Let E be a real Banach space. If every finite set is centrable in E,
then every finite set has a Chebyshev centre.
Proof. We have from the above theorem that E is an L1 -predual. Therefore it
follows from Corollary 3.4 in [BR] that any finite set has a Chebyshev centre.
Corollary 2. Let E be a real Banach space. E is an L1 -predual iff every finite set
has the same Chebyshev radius in all superspaces of E.
Proof. Suppose every finite set in E has the same Chebyshev radius in all superspaces of E. Since E is isometric to a subspace of `∞ (E1∗ ), as before we conclude
that any finite subset of E is centrable and hence E is an L1 -predual.
Conversely suppose that E is an L1 -predual. Since finite sets are centrable in
E it follows from the remarks made earlier that finite subsets of E have the same
Chebyshev radius in all superspaces of E.
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Remark 1. Using an -net argument it is easy to see that if every finite set in E is
centrable, then every compact set is centrable.
We now turn to the description of extreme and denting points of C0 (X, E)∗1
endowed with the diameter norm k.kρ . It is possible to approach this question
using injective tensor products. However we prefer to use an identification due to
Singer (see [DU]) of the dual of the space of vector-valued continuous functions on
a compact set as the space of vector measures with the bounded variation norm.
Thus essential to our arguments below is a precise identification of the diameter
norm on C0 (X, E) in terms of the supremum norm on a space of E-valued functions
on a compact set. Let X ∗ denote the one point compactification of X. For any
e ∈ E, by 1 ⊗ e we denote the constant function whose value is e in C(X ∗ , E). By
1 ⊗ E we denote the closed span of the constant functions.
Theorem 2. Let E be an L1 -predual space. ∂e C0 (X, E)∗1 = {x ⊗ e∗ , (x − y )⊗ e∗ :
x 6= y ∈ X, e∗ ∈ ∂e E1∗ }.
Proof. For any f ∈ C0 (X, E), let f 0 ∈ C(X ∗ , E) denote its natural extension.
Define Φ : C0 (X, E) → C(X ∗ , E)/1 ⊗ E by Φ(f ) = [f 0 ] ([.] denotes the equivalence
class). Clearly Φ is linear. We recall that the space C(X ∗ , E) is equipped with
the supremum norm. Since f 0 (X ∗ ) = f (X) and since compact sets are centrable,
we have 12 kf kρ = 12 dia(f (X)) = 12 dia(f 0 (X ∗ )) = infe∈E supx∈X ∗ ke − f 0 (x)k =
infe∈E k1 ⊗ e − f 0 k = k[f 0 ]k. Also for any g ∈ C(X ∗ , E), let e = g(∞). Since
g − 1 ⊗ e vanishes at infinity and [g] = [g − 1 ⊗ e], we see that Φ is an onto map.
By a well-known result of Singer (see [DU]), C(X ∗ , E)∗ can be identified with
the space of E ∗ -valued countably additive regular Borel measures of finite variation,
equipped with the total variation norm. Thus the norm on C0 (X, E)∗ is half the
total variation norm on the space of vector measures vanishing on 1 ⊗ E. Note
that for any unit vector e∗ ∈ E ∗ and x 6= y ∈ X ∗ , k(x − y ) ⊗ e∗ k∗ρ = 1 since the
measure (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ vanishes on 1 ⊗ E and its total variation norm is 2.
For any x 6= y ∈ X ∗ and for any e∗ ∈ ∂e E1∗ , we now show that (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ is an
extreme point of the two balls of the space of vector measures vanishing on 1 ⊗ E,
w.r.t. the total variation norm. Note that when y = ∞, (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ = x ⊗ e∗ on
C0 (X, E).
Suppose (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ = 12 {F + G} with kF k = kGk = 2. Clearly F, G are
supported on {x, y}. Hence 2 = kF (x)k + kF (y)k = kG(x)k + kG(y)k. Also
e∗ = 12 {F (x) + G(x)} and −e∗ = 12 {F (y) + G(y)}. Moreover,
1
1
kF + Gk ≤ {kF (x) + G(x)k + kF (y) + G(y)k}
2
2
1
≤ {kF (x)k + kF (y)k + kG(x)k + kG(y)k} = 2.
2

2=

Since e∗ and −e∗ are extreme points we get that (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ is an extreme
point.
Let F ∈ ∂e C0 (X, E)∗1 . Consider the mapping Ψ : C0 (X, E) → C(X ∗ × X ∗ , E)
defined by Ψ(f )(x, y) = f 0 (x) − f 0 (y). We recall once again that the space C(X ∗ ×
X ∗ , E) is equipped with the supremum norm. It is easy to see that Ψ is an isometry.
Using a lemma of Singer ([H, page 82]) we can transfer and extend F to an extreme
point of C(X ∗ × X ∗ , E)∗1 . Since extreme points of this latter set are given by Dirac
measures at extreme points of E1∗ , we get the desired conclusion.
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Corollary 3. Let E be an L1 -predual space. The denting points of C0 (X, E)∗1 are
precisely those extreme points for which e∗ is a denting point of E1∗ .
Proof. Let e∗ ∈ E1∗ be a denting point. In view of the above theorem we need to
show that for any x 6= y ∈ X ∗ , (x − y ) ⊗ e∗ is a denting of the two balls in the
space of vector measures vanishing on 1 ⊗ E. Since it is an extreme point, using
the results from [LLT], we need to prove that it is a point of weak-norm continuity
in the two balls, which is already shown in [HS, Proposition 11]. The converse
statement is similarly proven using the results of [LLT] and once again Proposition
11 from [HS].
We now describe the isometries of C0 (X, E) when E is an L1-predual space,
equipped with the diameter norm. A description in the case of C(X, E) when X is
a compact set was given in [RR]. A key factor of the proof in [RR] is the knowledge
of the extreme points of the dual unit ball of the space of vector-valued functions.
The following proposition follows from Theorem 2 and arguments similar to the
ones given during the proof of Theorem 2 in [RR].
Proposition 1. Let Φ be any onto isometry of C0 (X, E). There exists an onto
homeomorphism φ of X and an onto isometry S of E such that Φ(f )(x)=S(f (φ(x))).
Proof. Define Φ∧ : C(X ∗ , E)/1 ⊗ E → C(X ∗ , E)/1 ⊗ E by
Φ∧ ([f ]) = [Φ(f − 1 ⊗ f (∞))].
Then Φ∧ is a linear bi-continuous bijection. Since E is an L1 -predual space, for
any e∗ ∈ ∂e E1∗ , there is a closed subspace N of E ∗ such that E ∗ is the `1 -direct
sum of span{e} and N . Thus for x 6= y and e∗1 6= ±e∗2 , the total variation norm of
(x ⊗ e∗1 + y ⊗ e∗2 ) is 2. It can now be proved using the arguments given during the
proof of Theorem 2 in [RR] that there is a homeomorphism φ of X ∗ and an onto
isometry S of E such that Φ(f )(x) = S(f (φ(x))).
3. Complex Banach spaces and centrability
Our first result is the complex version of the Theorem on page 193 in [H]. This
allows us to give a correct formulation of Theorem 3.9 in [BR] by showing that in
a complex L1 -predual space every weakly centrable compact set is centrable.
We recall from [Hu] that for any index set Γ, a family
T {B(eγ , rγ )}γ∈Γ of closed
balls is said to have the weak intersection property if γ∈Γ B(e∗ (eγ ), rγ ) 6= ∅ for
all e∗ ∈ E1∗ . The main result of [Hu] implies that a complex Banach space E
is isometric to a C(X) for some compact extremally disconnected space iff every
weakly intersecting family of closed balls has non-empty intersection.
Proposition 2. Let X be a compact extremally disconnected space and let E =
C(X). Any bounded weakly centrable set in E is centrable.
Proof. Let A ⊂ E be a bounded weakly centrable set. Let r = 12 dia(A). We claim
that the family of balls {B(a, r)}a∈A has the weak intersection property. To see this,
let e∗ ∈ E1∗ . Since {e∗ (A)} is a centrable set and since it has a Chebyshev centre,
there exists an α0 such that supa∈A |α0 − e∗ (a)| = 12 dia(e∗ (A)) ≤ 12 dia(A) = r.
Thus by Hustad’s result [Hu], there exists an e0 ∈ E such that Supa∈A ke0 − ak ≤
r = 12 dia(A). Therefore A is centrable.
Corollary 4. Let E be a complex L1 -predual space. Every weakly centrable compact
set in E is centrable.
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Proof. Let K ⊂ E be a weakly centrable compact set. Consider the canonical
embedding E ⊂ E ∗∗ . Since for any Λ ∈ E ∗∗∗ , Λ(K) = (Λ|E)(K), we can see that
K is a weakly centrable set in E ∗∗ . Since E ∗∗ is isometric to C(X) for a compact
extremally disconnected set X (see [L, sections 11 and 23]), it follows from the
above proposition that K is a centrable set in E ∗∗ . Also when K is considered as
a subset of the dual space E ∗∗ it has a Chebyshev centre in E ∗∗ . Now arguments
similar to the ones given during the proof of Theorem 3.19 in [BR] (those arguments
work in either scalar field) give the desired conclusion.
Remark 2.
T Let {α1 , α2 , α3 } be any non-centrable set. For a sufficiently large r > 0,
we have 1≤i≤3 B(αi , r) 6= ∅. Thus {B(αi , r)}1≤i≤3 has the weak intersection
property but the centres do not form a centrable (weakly centrable) set. Thus for
the complex scalar field we are unable to classify intersection properties of balls in
terms of centrability and Chebyshev centres.
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